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Abstract
We analyse the linear response of laminar conical premixed flames modelled with the
linearised front-track kinematic G-equation. We start by considering the case in which
the flame speed is fixed, and travelling wave velocity perturbations are advected at a
speed different from the mean flow velocity. A previous study of this case contains a
small error in the Flame Transfer Function (FTF), which we correct. We then allow
the flame speed to depend on curvature. No analytical solutions for the FTF exist for
this case so the FTF has to be calculated numerically as its parameters – aspect ratio,
convection speed and Markstein length – are varied. Then we consider the stability
and sensitivity of thermoacoustic systems containing these flames. Traditionally, the
stability of a thermoacoustic system is found by embedding the FTF within an acoustic
network model. This can be expensive, however, because the FTF must be re-calculated
whenever a flame parameter is varied. Instead, we couple the linearised G-equation
directly with an acoustic network model, creating a linear eigenvalue problem without
explicit knowledge of the FTF. This provides a simple and quick way to analyse the
stability of thermoacoustic networks. It also allows us to use adjoint sensitivity analysis
to examine, at little extra cost, how the system’s stability is affected by every parameter
of the system.
Keywords: Premixed flame response, Flame Transfer Function, Thermoacoustic
instabilities, Adjoint sensitivity analysis
1. Introduction1
Thermoacoustic oscillations are one of the most persistent problems facing rocket2
and aircraft engine manufacturers. They occur when heat release fluctuations lock into3
acoustic pressure oscillations inside a combustion chamber [1, 2]. The manufacturer’s4
ultimate aim is to design an engine that is linearly stable to thermoacoustic oscillations5
over the entire operating range. This is currently achieved by extensive experimental6
testing, repeated re-design, and sometimes by the retro-fitting of damping devices such7
as Helmholtz resonators. There is therefore considerable industrial motivation to develop8
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analytical and numerical tools that can predict whether thermoacoustic oscillations will9
occur in a system and, if so, how to change the system in order to damp them. This re-10
quires a reliable linear model of the thermoacoustic system and is aided by the application11
of adjoint sensitivity analysis, as described in this paper.12
The stability of a thermoacoustic system is usually analysed by first calculating the13
Flame Transfer Function (FTF). This is the flame’s heat release response to velocity,14
pressure, or equivalence ratio perturbations. The FTF is then combined with an acoustic15
network model. In this study we will focus on the response of laminar, conical flames,16
modelled with the linearised G-equation. Previous studies have shown that a kinematic17
description of the flame front, using a front-tracking version of the G-equation with a18
suitable velocity model, can capture the main features of the heat release response of19
conical premixed flames to inlet velocity fluctuations. Birbaud et al. [3] have shown that20
acoustic perturbations are responsible for the formation of velocity perturbations that21
are advected along the flame at a characteristic speed, which in general is a function22
of the amplitude and frequency of the forcing oscillation. A travelling wave model of23
axial velocity perturbations captures this phenomenon, and radial velocity fluctuations24
are found by choosing a divergence free flow field. In some studies in the literature the25
radial component was neglected, because it was shown to be less important than the26
axial travelling wave on the flame response [4]. The G-equation moving into a travelling27
wave velocity field has been shown to capture some features of conical flames dynamics -28
such as the formation of wrinkles on the flame surface - and the consequent heat release29
response.30
This model has been developed and compared with experiments in several studies: [5]31
considered an axial dependence of the mean flow field; [6] compared the responses of con-32
ical and V -shaped flames; [7] compared FTFs from experiment with analytical results33
from [4, 6]; [8, 9] investigated the effect of confinement on conical flames FTFs and com-34
pared with G-equation based analytical models; [10] extracted a frequency-dependent35
convection speed from DNS and used it into a G-equation low-order model. For a com-36
plete review of premixed combustion and acoustic waves coupling see [11]. In this study37
we will assume that perturbations travel with a constant speed, which in general is38
different from the mean flow velocity. We also allow the flame speed to vary linearly39
with the local flame curvature, which avoids the formation of unphysical cusps on the40
flame surface. This has already been considered for V -shaped flames modelled with the41
G-equation [12, 13], but not for conical flames, which is a typical experimental configu-42
ration [14, 15]. The flame model we derive only captures some of the characteristics of43
conical flames dynamics. We do not model other effects which may be important such as44
gas expansion [16] and flame base motion [17] to keep the low-order flame model simple.45
The analysis of FTFs helps to explain the linear dynamics of flames, such as a conical46
flame’s low-pass characteristics. Analytical results are usually not available, however,47
meaning that simulations or experiments over a large range of frequencies are required,48
which can be expensive. This becomes even more demanding when one wants to investi-49
gate the effect of several parameters on the stability of a thermoacoustic system, because50
a new FTF has to be evaluated for every set of parameters. On the other hand, if a51
relation between the flame’s heat release response and acoustic velocity or pressure fluc-52
tuations is known, one can apply classic linear stability techniques to the fully-coupled53
system, avoiding the explicit evaluation of flame and acoustic transfer functions [18].54
The aim of this paper is to apply linear stability and adjoint sensitivity techniques to55
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a thermoacoustic network in which the flame and heat release dynamics are modelled by56
the kinematic G-equation. With this approach, the problem of identifying thermoacous-57
tic instabilities is reduced to a classic eigenvalue problem of the coupled system. The58
resulting eigenvalue problem is small and all the eigenvalues can be calculated as the59
parameters of the model change. If the model were larger, a similar approach could be60
used, but only the eigenvalues with the largest growth rates would be calculated, using61
iterative methods.62
Having obtained a description of the linear coupled thermoacoustic system, adjoint63
sensitivity analysis can be applied [19–22]. In this study we apply it to systems with64
premixed flames, modelled with the front-track G-equation1 Sensitivity results can be65
used, for example, to calculate how to change the system in order to reduce the growth66
rate of each unstable eigenvalue. This change could be in the shape of the combustion67
chamber, the shape of the flame, or the acoustic boundary conditions. In this paper, we68
demonstrate the usefulness of adjoint methods by calculating how the convection speed69
affects the most unstable eigenvalues.70
The paper is structured as follows: in §2 the linear flame model is derived. In §371
we solve the equations for the case where the flame speed is uniform and we present72
analytical results that correct the FTF expression contained in [4]. In §3.1 we extend the73
model to the more general case of curvature-dependent flame speeds. In §4 we present the74
fully-coupled thermoacoustic system. In §4.2 we calculate its eigenvalues while varying75
two parameters, build a stability map and discuss the results. Finally, in §5, we perform76
a sensitivity analysis on the convection speed on the entire stability map calculated77
with stability analysis, and provide physical insights based on these results. In §6 we78
summarise our study and discuss the potential applications of these methods to larger79
problems.80
2. General framework81
We describe the premixed flame’s dynamics with the kinematic G-equation model,
assuming that there is no density jump across the flame. This assumption precludes
the Darrieus-Landau instability in the flame. This instability can cause the formation
of small-scale wrinkles leading to turbulence [16, 23, 24]. This, and other physical phe-
nomenon such as reaction mechanisms and turbulence effects, can be taken into account
in an LES simulation with a G-equation formulation, see for example [25]. However, for
our purposes we want to keep the model low-order, and we consider a laminar flame,
assuming that the flame is an infinitely thin interface separating reactant and prod-




+ ũ · ∇̃G̃ = s̃0L(1− Lκ̃)|∇̃G̃|, (1)
1Note that it would be troublesome to use this approach on the entire G-field, because the G-field
itself has no physical meaning away from the G=0 level set, and care must be taken in calculating the
sensitivities. This problem does not appear with a linearised formulation, because only the flame front
position is tracked, which is a physical quantity.
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where ũ is a prescribed flow field, s̃0L is the propagation speed of a laminar flat flame, L
is the Markstein length, and k̃ is the local flame curvature. The flame front is identified
by the G̃ = 0 level set. We describe axisymmetric flames in the laboratory framework,
indicating with r̃ and x̃ the radial and axial directions respectively. We denote mean
quantities with overlines and perturbations with primes. Dimensional quantities are
indicated with a tilde. We also assume that the mean flow is uniform in the axial
direction, and that the axial flow perturbations do not depend on the radial component.
Radial velocity fluctuations are found by solving the continuity equation, assuming that
the flow is incompressible. This is a well-established model that has been shown to
accurately reproduce experimentally determined conical FTFs when coupled with the
G-equation dynamics. Comparisons between FTFs determined from experiments and
G-equation models that use this type of flow field can be found in [5, 8, 10]. Therefore
we can write the two components of ũ as:
ũx = U(1 + εu
′







where ε 1 is the perturbation parameter, and u′x ∼ O(1) is the axial fluctuation, which82
can be forced or self-excited. We will consider forced fluctuations in order to examine83
how FTFs are affected by changes in flame speed due to curvature. However, we will84
not use these FTF results in the self-excited configuration. Instead, we will rewrite the85
equations in the frequency domain so that linear stability and adjoint methods can be86
applied without an explicit knowledge of the FTF.87
Because we study small perturbations and are interested in the linear limit, it is
correct to assume that the flame front is single-valued in a well-chosen reference system.
The linearised conical flame front is always single valued in the laboratory framework
with respect to the radial coordinate, with r̃ spanning the range [0, R] at any instant2.
Thus the G̃ = 0 level set is expressed as:
G̃(x̃, r̃, t̃) = x̃− F̃ (r̃)− εf̃(r̃, t̃) = 0 (3)
where F̃ and f̃ are the explicit functions that define the shape of the mean flame and its88
perturbation, respectively.89
















2The conical flame is single valued also in the axial direction. However, to work with a function
which has x̃ as an independent variable is an unfortunate choice, because the flame tip moves along
this direction and the domain of existence of the flame front becomes time dependent, [0, x̃end(t̃)],
unnecessarily complicating the formulation [26].
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Substituting eqs. (2), (3) into (1) we obtain:
−ε∂f̃
∂t̃

























where the velocity field has to be evaluated at the flame position x̃ = F̃ + εf̃ .90
Geometrical inspection shows that
√
1 + (dF̃ /dr̃)2 = 1/ sinα(r̃), where α(r) is the in-
ternal angle that the mean flame front forms locally with the vertical axis (see Figs. 1, 3).
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The flame is anchored at the burner at (r̃, x̃) = (R, 0) and is axisymmetric and smooth
with respect to the centerline r̃ = 0. Therefore eqs. (6) are subject to the boundary
conditions:











We also need to evaluate the total heat released by the flame, which is given by [2]:













Expanding the integrand in ε we can evaluate the steady heat release Q and the fluc-


























































Figure 1: Schematic of the front-tracking model for a flame with constant flame speed. The steady
solution is a cone on top of which the perturbation oscillates. The transfer functions are normalised by
the normal velocity at the flame base.
3. Forced response to harmonic fluctuations91
We first consider the following case: we impose forced, harmonic fluctuations of
angular frequency ω at the flame’s inlet, we assume that they are convected axially with
a velocity U c 6= U [3], and we compute radial fluctuations assuming that the flow is
incompressible [4, 10]. Therefore:




where k = ω/U c is the wavenumber of the harmonic waves. For now, we neglect the92
contribution of the curvature on the flame speed, by setting L = 0. This problem has93
already been investigated by [4]. The results we derive, however, differ slightly from the94
ones they obtained.95
To simplify a comparison between our results and those of [4], we apply the same96
non-dimensional scheme to both. In particular, we scale axial lengths by the mean flame97
height Lf , radial lengths by the burner width R, speeds by the mean velocity U , and98
time by the characteristic time Lf/U . The complete set of non-dimensional variables,99
which do not have a tilde, is presented in Appendix A. The parameters relevant for this100
section are the ratio between the mean velocity and the convection speed K, the Strouhal101













sin(ωt̃− kx̃) = εStKr
2β
sin[St(t−Kx)] (11)
This is different from eq. (13) in [4], because they missed the β factor in the denominator.104
This missing factor affects only the results obtained by [4] using Model B. We will now105
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show how the transfer functions of heat release to harmonic velocity fluctuations changes106
with this correction.107
When L = 0, eq. (6a) admits an analytical solution, which in non-dimensional units








= cos[St(t−K(1− r))]− 1
2
KSt r sin[St(t−K(1− r))] (12)
The solution of this linear PDE can be obtained, e.g., by performing a Laplace transform.
The heat release fluctuations simplify to:













We define the Flame Transfer Function (FTF) as in [4], by:
G(St) =
Q̂′/Q




where ˆ̃u′n(x = 0, r = 1) is the Fourier component of the velocity normal to the flame at
the flame base at angular frequency St . Introducing the parameters η = Kβ2/(1 + β2)
and St2 = St(1 +β




eiηSt2 − (η − 1)2 + η (η − 2) eiSt2
)






η(η − 1)2 (2i+ ηSt2) St22
(15)
This result can be recovered from the result of [4] Model B by setting the explicit β terms108
to 1 in their eq. (35), without changing the definitions of St2 and η, which implicitly109
contain β. In Fig. 2 we compare our FTF with that of [4]. Differences can be observed110
mainly in the gain response, especially in the high-frequency region if η < 1, and in the111
low-frequency limit otherwise. No major differences are observed in the phase response.112
Also, in [8] an analytical expression for the FTF was derived using the same flow field as113
in eq. (10), but assuming that perturbations convect with the same speed as the mean114
flow, which is not necessarily the case [3, 10]. They cannot be directly compared because115
different scalings for the FTFs were chosen. However, we have verified that normalising116
the FTF with respect to axial (rather than normal to the flame) velocity fluctuations,117
the result we obtain in the special case K = 1 collapses onto the one reported by [8].118
In the low-frequency limit the transfer function (15) can be expanded as:
G(St2) = 1 +
i
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and one can see that the particular case of uniformly perturbed flames, in which η = 0,119
yields G(St2) ≈ 1 + i3St2, in agreement with the results reported by [6] in the long flame120
limit, for which β → ∞ and radial fluctuations are negligible according to eq. (11). We121
conclude this section by highlighting that, although we have presented here the correct122
expression for the FTF, the discussion and main results of the study conducted by [4]123
are unaffected.124
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η = 0.1 - Current work
η = 0.1 - Results from [4]
η = 1.1 - Current work
η = 1.1 - Results from [4]
η = 2.0 - Current work
η = 2.0 - Results from [4]
Figure 2: Gain and phase of axisymmetric, conical, Flame Transfer Functions for different values of η.
Lines with empty markers correspond to our results (eq. (15)). Lines with filled markers are the results
of Model B in [4]. Differences can be observed mainly in the gain response in the low- or high-frequency
limit, depending on the value of η.
3.1. Curvature effects125
In the previous section we derived analytical results for the special case L = 0. We126
now allow the flame speed sL to vary linearly with curvature, and use the same velocity127
model and non-dimensional scheme as in §3 to calculate Flame Transfer Functions. A128
linear curvature correction to the flame speed was originally proposed by Markstein [27] to129
explain the existence of stable flame fronts, which were predicted to be unconditionally130
unstable due to gas expansion by the constant flame speed analysis of Darrieus and131
Landau [23, 24]. In [16] it was shown that analogous results are obtained by accounting132
also for flame speed corrections due to hydrodynamic strain effects. Although we are133
not modelling gas expansion, a curvature dependence on the flame speed avoids the134
formation of unphysically sharp cusps, and it rounds the flame shape at the centerline135
guaranteeing continuity of the flame normals. We do not account for hydrodynamic136
strain effects because the flow field model we adopt is too simplistic, and only reproduces137
8







































Figure 3: The steady flame shape for β = 6 and M = 0.02. Curvature corrections to the flame speed
round off the cusp at the flame tip, and the angle α now varies with respect to the radial position of the
mean flame front.
the travelling wave form of velocity disturbances.138
We introduce the non-dimensional curvature κ = Lf κ̃, and the Markstein number
M = L/Lf . Note that the characteristic length Lf here is not the actual flame height,
but is the height that the flame would have without any curvature correction to the flame
speed (see Fig. 3). This is because we can find no analytical expression for the mean
flame shape when L 6= 0, and we cannot know the mean flame height a priori. The


























































































































Figure 4: Time integration for β = 6, M = 0.01, η = 1.1, and St = 20. Top: normal velocity at the
flame base and heat release fluctuations during the transient (thin line) and steady-state solution (thick
line). Bottom: evolution over a steady cycle of the perturbed flame front around the mean flame.
We require numerical integration techniques to evaluate Flame Transfer Functions
when L 6= 0. The steady eq. (17a) can be efficiently solved numerically with a Newton–
Raphson method. The mean quantities dF/dr, d2F/dr2, sinα (Fig. 3), and the pertur-
bation f are discretized in space using a second-order finite difference scheme. The linear
PDE (17b) is then marched forward in time using an explicit third-order Runge-Kutta
method [28]. The final time is sufficiently large for the transient behaviour to disappear,
and for a few forced cycles to fully travel along the mean flame (Fig. 4). The steady-state
heat release fluctuations q′ are evaluated according to eq. (9) at every time step. The
Flame Transfer Function definition generalises eq. (14):
GM(St) =
q̂′










û′n(x = 0, r = 1) =











is the velocity component normal to the mean flame at the flame base.139
The numerical code has been benchmarked against theoretically known perturbed140
flame evolutions such as eq. (12), and transfer functions such as (15), showing that the141
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Figure 5: Transfer functions of conical flames with curvature-dependent flame speed. Gain and phase for
β = 6, η = 1.1, and different M. Increasing the Markstein number decreases the flame’s mean height.
As a consequence the time delay of perturbations lowers (shifts in phase), and in the low-frequency limit
increases the effect of small perturbation on the heat release.
numerical results for gain and phase converge to the correct values in proportion to142
∆r2, where ∆r is the grid spacing used in the discretization scheme. Fig. 4 shows the143
integrated heat release and normal velocity time-traces during the transient and steady-144
state solutions of the forced system. The gain and phase can be calculated by taking145
the ratio between the steady-state amplitudes and the (normalised) distance between the146
peaks of the time series respectively. In the bottom panels the evolution of the perturbed147
flame front around the mean flame front is shown over a forced cycle.148
The higher the frequency of the forcing fluctuations, the smaller the wavelengths of the149
perturbations that are generated on the flame. This has a consequence for the numerical150
cost required to evaluate the transfer functions: at high-frequencies, the perturbation151
wavelengths are shorter and the grid spacing ∆r has to be smaller. The time step152
decreases accordingly and the time-marching integration can become expensive. This153
phenomenon partly justifies the technique developed in §4.154
Fig. 5 shows the heat release transfer function for β = 6 and η = 1.1 while increasing155
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the Markstein length. At small frequencies the perturbed flame is not highly wrinkled and156
first order curvature effects are small. At the same time, when the Markstein length is157
larger, the flame slope dF/dr at the base is smaller (see Fig. 3). Therefore, the projection158
of the radial velocity onto the flame’s normal reduces, the denominator in eq. (18) reduces,159
and the FTF gain increases. At higher frequencies the flame is highly wrinkled and160
curvature corrections play a crucial role in reducing the size of these wrinkles, which161
lowers the gain. These arguments are consistent with the gain’s dependence on M162
shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore, the fact that the FTF phase shifts towards zero with M163
has a clear physical cause: when the Markstein number is larger, the flame is shorter and164
the perturbations take less time to travel along the flame.165























Figure 6: Comparison between our low-order model and an experimentally determined [5] FTF. The
FTFs here are scaled with respect to axial velocity fluctuations. Parameters for the simulation were
chosen to match experimental values; the gain responses compare reasonably well, especially at low
frequencies, whereas we cannot capture the phase inflection because we fix the convection speed value.
As shown in Fig. 5, curvature corrections to the FTF are small, and comparisons166
between the G-equation model without curvature effects and experiments can be found167
in the literature [5, 7, 8, 10]. Nonetheless, in Fig. 6 we compare the FTF derived from168
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our model (with curvature correction) with that determined from experiments, extracted169
from [5]. The flame aspect ratio was set to β = 2.64, and was derived by imposing a170
mean velocity U = 1.1 m/s and a flame speed s0L = 0.39 m/s, as suggested in [5]. Because171
we have no information on the other parameters, we set the convection speed ratio and172
the Markstein length to the reasonable values K = 1.2 and M = 0.01 respectively [10].173
Note that, in order to compare the results, in Fig. 6 we have scaled the FTF with respect174
to axial velocity fluctuations, and not to normal velocity at the flame base as in the rest175
of this study. The gains compare reasonably well, especially at low frequencies, which is176
a known result [6, 8]. The phase response difference may be adjusted at low frequencies177
by choosing a suitable value for K. However, our current model cannot capture the178
inflection that occurs at St2 ≈ 7.5, because we are fixing the value of K. To capture179
this phenomenon, a possibility would be to use a frequency dependent convection speed180
extracted from experiments or DNS as in [10]. However, we also note that the inflection181
of the phase response is not always observed in experiments. For example in [7, 8] the182
phase is shown to increase linearly and to saturate at high frequencies. In this study we183
do not aim to accurately reproduce a specific experiment, and in the following we will184
retain K constant.185
As a final remark, we note that in [29] was shown that turbulence effects on the186
flame dynamics – modelled with a low-intense stochastic component in the velocity field187
– are analogous to curvatures effects on the flame speed (and consequent dynamics) of188
the ensemble-averaged flame front. Using their result, we can thus expect an analogy189
between the curvature corrections to FTFs discussed above and variations in the FTFs190
of flames with small turbulent fluctuations.191
4. Self-excited problem192
So far, we have investigated the forced response of conical premixed flames to har-193
monic fluctuations. Although the knowledge of Flame Transfer Functions has an impor-194
tance, usually one is interested in the analysis of a closed flame-flow-acoustics feedback195
loop. In this context the flame dynamics is not forced, but is coupled with the acoustic196
equations and the flow field dynamics. Perturbations will grow unboundedly in time if197
and only if at least one thermoacoustic mode has a positive growth rate. If a model198
that couples fluid and combustion fluctuations is prescribed, then explicit knowledge of199
the FTF is not needed in order to assess the system’s stability. Indeed, one can sim-200
ply construct a larger eigenvalue problem, whose state vector contains all the variables201
of the fully-coupled flame-acoustic system, and use Arnoldi methods to calculate the202
eigenvalues with the largest growth rate. As we will show in §5, this formulation also203
allows for straightforwardly using adjoint methods to calculate eigenvalues sensitivities204
with respect to any system’s parameter. The latter is precluded when a numerically (or205
experimentally) measured FTF is used, because the explicit dependence of the linear206
operator on the base state and system’s parameters is unknown. In the following we will207
describe the method using the same G-equation model as presented in §2, but it could208
as well be used in a network with a higher order model for the premixed flame, as the209
ones developed by [30] or [31].210
To keep the model low-order, we divide the thermoacoustic problem conceptually211
into three components, which are connected in a feedback loop: (i) the flame and heat212
release fluctuations dynamics are governed by the kinematic, linear G-equation (eqs. (6b)213
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and (9)); (ii) the heat release acts as a point source in the (linear) acoustic equations.214
Unsteady heat dilates the surrounding air and is a monopole source of acoustic waves,215
which in turn provoke velocity fluctuations at the flame base [32–35]; (iii) axial velocity216
fluctuations are convected downstream in the flame domain, and radial fluctuations are217
calculated to guarantee mass conservation [4, 10].218
The acoustic equations can conveniently be written in state-space form as:
ds
dt
= As + Bq′(t) (20a)
u′x = Cus, p′ = Cps (20b)
where s is the state vector, and A, B and C are the system, input and output matrices re-
spectively. Eqs. (20) are scaled in non-dimensional units consistently with (A.1). Typical
non-dimensional numbers that appear in the matrices are the mean flow Mach number
M = U/c, where c is the speed of sound, and the ratio between the flame and acoustic
characteristic lengths. We refer to [32, 35] for a derivation of the acoustic equations in




= Cu (sI − A)−1 B (21)
where s is the Laplace variable. Note that it is unimportant how the state-space model219
has been derived from the acoustic equations. One can use a Galerkin decomposition in220
Fourier modes as in [1, 33], a state vector with memory as in [36] or Padé approximations221
as in [35, 37].222








= 0, u′x(x = 0, t) = Cus(t) (22)
where the second equation corresponds to the boundary condition that the axial velocity223
at the flame base is given by the acoustic state-space model.224
4.1. Eigenvalue problem225
Because we are interested in finding the unstable modes of the coupled system, we




discretize F , f̂ , and û′x in space, as well as the derivative and integral operators, and
combine the discrete versions of eqs. (6b), (9), (20), (22) to obtain:
Mz = λz (23)
where λ = σ+ iSt are the complex eigenvalues sought, z defines the thermoacoustic state
as z =
[




, and the matrix M can be written as
M =




where the submatrix Mff represents the coupling between the flame evolution and the226
flame state, Mfs represents the coupling between the flame evolution and the acoustic227
state, and so on. Their explicit expressions are given in Appendix B.228
We observe that eq. (22) could be analytically solved, yielding:
û′x(x) = Cuŝe−λKx = Cu (λI −A)
−1 Be−λKxq̂ (25)
where we have used eq. (21) in the second equality. Note that the eigenvalue λ appears229
both in the exponential and in the matrix inversion operation. Because of this, if we230
were to substitute the velocity field expression into the flame dynamics we would obtain231
a smaller eigenvalue problem – the state would be fully determined by the flame shape f̂ –232
but the problem would be nonlinear. Because of the small size of the eigenvalue problems233
we are solving, we have decided to solve the larger but linear eigenvalue problem (23).234
By solving the eigenvalue problem, we can determine whether, for a given acoustic
configuration and set of flame/flow parameters, there exist modes with a positive growth
rate. We can determine their frequencies without having explicit knowledge of the Flame
Transfer Function. This is useful because we do not need to evaluate a new FTF if we
change a flame parameter, and we can investigate a large set of parameters at a lower
computational cost. Numerical cost for the evaluation of FTFs becomes large at high-












where the advection velocity U can be estimated from eq. (B.1a). For non-small curvature235
effects, the time step scales as ∆r2, and evaluating transfer functions at high frequencies236
becomes numerically expensive. Also, the dimension of the eigenvalue matrix M increases237
at high-frequencies because the spatial discretization has to be very dense in order to238
capture small wavelengths fluctuations. We are not interested in determining all the239
eigenvalues of the matrix, however, but only those with the most positive real parts.240
Thus one can use numerical algorithms such as Arnoldi methods to compute the few241
eigenvalues of interest, greatly reducing the cost of the problem.242
4.2. Stability of a ducted flame243
We now consider the case of a flame confined in a duct. The state-space matrices for244
the acoustics are derived from the linearised Euler equations with a wave-based approach.245
They are the same as in [35] – to which we refer for a detailed description of the state-246
space model derivation – so that we can benchmark our linear code against this previous247
study, as discussed in the next paragraphs. The acoustic geometry consists of a straight248
pipe whose radius abruptly increases at the flame location to emulate the blockage of249
the burner upstream of the flame. The acoustic mean properties suddenly vary across250
the flame and across area variations to satisfy mass, momentum and energy balances.251
We impose a closed perfectly reflecting boundary condition at the inlet and an open252
frequency dependent reflection coefficient at the outlet.253
The network model acoustic parameters were inspired by the experimental setup of254
Kabiraj et al. [15], but our aim here is not to accurately reproduce their results. This255
study focuses on linear stability and sensitivity analysis, and not on nonlinear dynamics;256
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furthermore our flame model is too simplistic to predict precisely the system’s Hopf257
bifurcations. This is discussed more in details in [35], where a fully-nonlinear analysis258
on this model was performed, a qualitative comparison between the numerical study259
and the experimental results was reported, and limits and possible improvements to the260
model were discussed. It was found that the flame motion over a self-excited limit cycle261
resembles the experimental one: Fig. 11 of [15], which refers to periodic flame motion262
after the first Hopf bifurcation, can be compared with the top row of Fig. 10 in [35].263
Also, comparable oscillation frequencies in self-excited oscillations were found, and the264
same set of bifurcations ultimately leading to chaotic motion was observed.265
We fix the flame parameters to K = 1.2 and M = 0.02, the ratio between the down-266
stream and upstream acoustic duct diameters to D2/D1 = 1.75, the temperature jump267
across the flame to T2/T1 = 2, and the Mach number in the cold region to M = 0.0057.268
Fixing K has a strong influence on the flame time lag response. Experiments and DNS269
have shown that the convection speed ratio K is in general a function of the perturbation270
amplitude and frequency [3, 10]. For simplicity we decided to fix K to a reasonable value271
that fits their findings. Similar values have been used in other numerical analysis [33–35].272
The value chosen for T2 has to represent the mean temperature in the downstream part273
of the duct. This number should be a function of the flame position in the duct: the274
more downstream is the flame, the higher is the mean temperature in the last section,275
because less heat is dissipated through the walls. Nonetheless, we decide to keep this276
parameter independent from the flame location for simplicity.277
The first bifurcation parameter we investigate is the position of the flame in the duct278
xf ∈ [0, 1], fixing the flame aspect ratio to β = 6. This set of parameters corresponds279
to the one considered in [35], for which a Flame Describing Function (FDF) has been280
evaluated, and a nonlinear stability analysis has been performed with different methods.281
The corresponding FTF is analogous to the one shown in Fig. 5 for M = 0.02. We282
can take advantage of the fact that (i) its gain never exceeds unity, and (ii) it acts as283
a low-pass filter, to deduce that if a thermoacoustic mode has a positive growth rate,284
then (i) it is associated with one of the acoustic resonant frequencies, for which the gain285
is much larger than one and (ii) it is a low-frequency mode. This was indeed shown to286
be true in [35] also in the nonlinear limit, by means of the harmonic balance technique.287
Only modes associated with the first two acoustic resonant frequencies were found to be288
unstable. Therefore, we can reduce the size of the eigenvalue problem by using a small289
state-space model that characterizes only the first few acoustic modes (Ns = 4), and290
by using a relatively large grid spacing ∆r, because we do not need to describe short291
wavelengths (Nr = Nx = 399).292
Fig. 7 shows the results of the eigenvalue problem. Only the growth rates σ∗ = σ/(2π)293
and frequencies St∗ = St/(2π) of the eigenvalues with a non-negative real part are shown.294
We clearly identify two modes, whose frequencies can be shown to be very close to the295
first and second acoustic resonant frequencies. We have verified with convergence tests296
that these modes are physical modes, and not spurious modes that arise because of the297
discretization of the equations. We observe that for some flame positions, xf , both modes298
may have a positive growth rate. We have indicated with squares the Hopf bifurcations299
of the high-frequency mode, which lie inside the region of instability of the low-frequency300
mode. When both modes have a positive real part, the growth rate of the of the low-301
frequency mode dominates over the growth rate of the high-frequency one, which is302
consistent with the system’s low-pass characteristics. All these results agree with the303
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Figure 7: Growth rates of the eigenvalues λ with a non-negative real part. A line’s colour indicates
the frequency of the mode. Thick lines and circles at σ∗ = 0 correspond to brute-force time marching
results described in [35]. Full and empty circles correspond to super- and subcritical Hopf bifurcations
respectively.
fully nonlinear analysis carried out by [35]. We have plotted in Fig. 7 with thick black304
lines and circles the linearly stable regions identified by brute-force time marching of305
the fully nonlinear equations. According to these results, filled and empty circles locate306
super- and subcritical Hopf bifurcations respectively.307
f̂
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Figure 8: Real parts of the eigenstate of the unstable mode for xf = 0.27. Top left: perturbed flame
shape state. Bottom left: axial velocity fluctuations. Right: components of the acoustic state space
vector.
Fig. 8 shows the eigenvector of the unstable mode at xf = 0.27. Moving from the308
flame anchoring point r = 1 to the centreline r = 0, the top-left frame shows that the309
flame perturbation grows in amplitude spatially. On the other hand, velocity fluctuations,310
shown in the bottom panel, decrease in amplitude while moving in the same direction.311
This is physically correct because we are using a convective model with speed 1/K, so the312
velocity amplitude at r = 0 at time t is the amplitude that the velocity perturbation had313
at r = 1 at time t− 1/K, because λ has a positive growth rate, the earlier perturbation314
had a smaller amplitude than the current one. We showed in eq. (25) the analytical315
solution for the convective model along the flame. The analytical result is plotted with316
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circles in Fig. 8, and is in perfect agreement with the numerically evaluated eigenstate.317
This comparison can be used as a test to assess the convergence of the eigenvalue problem.318
For example, high-frequency modes will not converge with the current grid-space size but319
we know that they will be stable because the flame acts as a low-pass filter. Finally, the320
right panel shows the intensity of the acoustic eigenstate. The fact that only the first321
mode has a large intensity is an indicator of the fact that this thermoacoustic mode is322
closely linked to the first acoustic resonant mode.323
Given the relatively small size of the eigenvalue problem, we can quickly calculate324
the stability of the thermoacoustic system for a wide range of parameters. We start325
by focusing on two parameters: the position of the flame in the duct and the flame326
aspect ratio β, which can also be interpreted as the ratio between the flame speed and327
the mean flow velocity (see eqs. (A.1)). We vary xf along the full length of the duct328
in steps of ∆xf = 0.01, and β in the range [0.5, 10] in steps of ∆β = 0.1. For each329
couple of parameters, we solve the eigenvalue problem (23), and we investigate the two330
eigenmodes with the largest growth rate. We will refer to the low- and high-frequency331
modes as Mode 1 and Mode 2 respectively because they are closely linked to the acoustic332
fundamental and first harmonic resonant modes. Note that we are not tracking the333
eigenvalues, but we are just looking at the two eigenvalues with the largest growth rate.334
We find that, in our system, some of the eigenvalues may cross in the complex plane335
while varying the bifurcation parameters. Because they cross, the growth rate map we336
evaluate is continuous, but its derivative is not, as is discussed in §5. We have verified337
that the eigenvalue crossing always occurs when the growth rates of the crossing modes338
are negative (dashed lines in Fig. 9), and we are not missing any region of instability in339
the following analysis.340
The growth rate maps of the two modes are shown in Fig. 9. We have highlighted341
with black lines the zero growth rate contours, which are the neutral curves along which342
Hopf bifurcations are located. The thin straight lines (and circles) at β = 6 on the two343
maps correspond to the growth rates (and Hopf bifurcations) shown in Fig. 7. Note that344
we have used two different colour maps for the stability diagrams of the two modes to345
highlight that the growth rate of Mode 1 is higher than the growth rate of Mode 2, which346
agrees with the fact that the flame acts as a low-pass filter.347
Looking at the size of the regions with positive (or negative) growth rates, we observe348
that Mode 1 shows very large zones in which the sign of the growth rate does not change,349
and they approximately extend over the whole length of the duct. On the other hand,350
Mode 2 shows several smaller regions with a positive growth rate, and they extend351
approximately over 1/3 of the duct.352
This can be explained by looking at the shape of the acoustic modes. Because the353
acoustic network has a temperature jump across the flame and a cross sectional area354
variation, the shape of the modes is different for every value of xf . However, our net-355
work can be roughly approximated by a closed-open pipe with no area or temperature356
variations, as shown in Fig. 10. In Mode 1, the interaction between pressure and velocity357
acoustic waves has nodes at the boundaries and a maxima (or minima) is found at the358
centre of the duct. For the second mode, the acoustics waves have nodes at xf = 1/3359
and 2/3, and maxima or minima are found at xf = 1/4, 2/4, 3/4. These same patterns360
can be observed (with some modifications due to temperature and area variations of the361
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Figure 9: Growth rate maps of two thermoacoustic modes. Dark regions are associated with a negative
growth rate (the mode is stable), and light regions with positive growth rates (the mode is unstable).
Two different colour maps are used to highlight the growth rate differences. Neutral lines (zero growth
rate) are highlighted in black. The straight thin line and the circles correspond to the results and the
Hopf bifurcations shown in Fig. 7. In Mode 1 we observe an eigenvalue crossing phenomenon: the curves
along which the eigenvalues cross are highlighted with dashed white lines.
5. Sensitivity to convection speed364
Having evaluated steady solutions and the stability of small perturbations around365
them over a fairly large parameter space, a natural question that arises is: how does the366
stability map change by making a tiny change to one of the parameters in the governing367
equations? This information is contained in the so-called base state sensitivity map,368
which measures the drift of the eigenvalues δλ with respect to a given perturbation in a369
parameter δK [19, 20, 38]. Adjoint methods for eigenvalue sensitivity were introduced370
in thermoacoustics by [21] on a Rijke tube system, and extended to the analysis of en-371
closed diffusion flames with a Fourier-Galerkin based acoustics by [22]. Here we calculate372
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Figure 10: Fundamental and first harmonic modes in a closed-open pipe, which roughly approximates
the acoustic network under consideration. In the first harmonic mode, velocity and pressure have nodes
at xf = 1/3, 2/3.
eigenvalue sensitivities on a wave-based acoustic network with a premixed flame model.373
This is indispensable information for gradient-based optimization algorithms, in which374
one changes the flame or cavity shape to minimize the growth rate of a particular mode.375
To perform a sensitivity analysis, we need to define the adjoint operator of the direct
equations (23). We can either derive the continuous adjoint equations from the contin-
uous governing equations, or we can obtain a discrete version of the adjoint equations
directly from the discretized version of the direct equations [21, 39]. Here we will use the
second approach, i.e., we will define the adjoint matrix M† to be M† = MH , where the
superscript H stands for Hermitian conjugation. Under this assumption, the drift in the








where zi is a right eigenvector of the direct matrix, Mzi = λizi, and z
†
i is the corre-




i , where the superscript
∗
stands for complex conjugation. The symbol 〈·, ·〉 defines an inner product. To define
the adjoint discrete operator as the transpose conjugate of the direct discrete operator,
is equivalent to choosing the scalar product as an inner product, i.e.:








Note that here we are only interested in evaluating sensitivities of the eigenvalues. The
drift in the eigenvalue is a well-defined physical quantity, and can be proven to be in-
dependent of the choice of the inner product [20]. This choice allows a very simple
connection between the adjoint right eigenvectors z† and the left eigenvectors zL of the
direct matrix M . In particular we have that z† = zHL , meaning that, by computing both
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the right and left eigenvectors of M , we have all the information required to evaluate
sensitivities. Finally, recall that M is the discrete operator of the governing equations
linearised around a steady solution. Indicating the base state with z, the eigenvalue drift
with respect to parameter p is:
δλ =













where we have used the chain rule to account for the fact that the steady state is in general376
a function of the parameter p as well. The quantity ∂z∂p cannot be easily evaluated in377
general, and another adjoint problem can be set up to calculate it. The left and right378
eigenvectors of M have already been evaluated when solving the eigenproblem (23).379
Therefore, with simple matrix multiplication operations, we can compute the sensitivity380
of the system with respect to any parameter.381
In this paper we will focus on the role of the convection speed, K, on the stability382
of the system. This parameter does not affect the steady solution so the sensitivity is383
simply given by the first term in the r.h.s of eq (29). The convection speed is of crucial384
importance in modelling premixed flames and it has been investigated by [4, 10]. In [40]385
it is shown that it severely affects the gain response of non-conical Flame Describing386
Functions. The matrix ∂M∂K can be evaluated explicitly from eqs. (B.5), and only the387
derivatives of the blocks (B.5h) and (B.5i) are non-zero.388
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Figure 11: Growth rate sensitivity at β = 6 of the two modes with the largest growth rate to convection
speed perturbations. Lines correspond to sensitivity calculations with adjoint methods; the line’s colour
refers to the frequency of the unperturbed modes. Markers refer to sensitivity calculations with a finite
difference approach, and validate the adjoint calculations.
It is known that the adjoint eigenvectors of the finite-difference discretized equations389
can be noisy close to non-Dirichlet boundary conditions [39, 41]. This is because the390
discrete forms of the boundary conditions have been chosen to work well with the right391
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eigenvectors, but there is no guarantee that they will work with the same accuracy on392
the left ones. Indeed, we observe some noise in the left eigenvectors of M close to the393
Neumann boundary condition relative to the flame tip, so we first validate the adjoint-394
based sensitivity results with a brute-force finite difference method.395
Using the same parameters as in §4.2, and fixing β = 6, we show in Fig. 11 the396
growth rate sensitivity to variations in the convection speed evaluated with adjoint-397
based (solid lines) and finite-difference (markers) methods for thermoacoustic modes 1398
and 2. Although we observe some noise in the adjoint eigenvectors close to the flame399
Neumann boundary condition (not shown), the results obtained with the two methods400
agree perfectly. From now on we will always refer to the adjoint-based sensitivity results.401
At a given xf location in Fig. 11, if the sensitivity of a mode is positive, then a small402
decrease of the parameter K will make the growth rate smaller and vice versa. Note that403
a change in K could make one mode grow and another mode decay. This is typically a404
disadvantageous result, because a change that tends to stabilise one mode may destabilise405
another one. Also, at this stage, no clear pattern can be observed for the behaviour of406
the two modes.407
To gain more insight into the physical mechanisms that trigger the instabilities, we408
extend the growth rate sensitivity analysis to the parameter space xf × β as in §4.2.409
Fig. 12 shows the sensitivity of the growth rate for Mode 1 (top panel) and Mode 2 (bot-410
tom panel). Thick black lines correspond to the zero growth rate level sets of Fig. 9, and411
thin light lines to the zero contour lines of the sensitivity maps, i.e., the lines along which412
the system is insensitive to small changes in the convection speed. Every horizontal slice413
of Fig. 12 produces a graph analogous to Fig. 11, which corresponds to the horizontal414
lines highlighted in red at β = 6. Note that the sensitivity of Mode 1 is actually discon-415
tinuous across the lines where one eigenvalue takes over from another, the dashed lines416
of Fig. 9. This is because, as discussed in §4.2, we are switching eigenvalue along these417
lines.418
Note how in Mode 2’s sensitivity map, the zero growth-rate isolines cross the zero
sensitivity isolines at the acoustic nodes xf ≈ 1/3 and 2/3. This is because the location of
the nodes is a purely acoustic property, and it is unaffected by a change in the convection
speed, which only alters the flow and flame dynamics. Also, note how all the zero
sensitivity isolines cross the zero growth rate isolines always in the same fashion in both
mode’s maps: the lower parts of the neutral curves always lie in regions with a positive
sensitivity (light colours), and the upper parts in regions with a negative sensitivity
(dark colours). As a consequence, increasing the convection parameter K, shifts the
edges of the instability towards a smaller β value, i.e., towards shorter flames. This has a
very simple physical explanation: according to the Rayleigh criterion, a thermoacoustic
oscillation can occur only when unsteady heat release and acoustic pressure fluctuations
are sufficiently in phase. Changing the parameter K does not affect the acoustics, but it
does change the phase of heat release fluctuations. In particular, we can relate the time
delay of heat release fluctuations with the time that a perturbation needs to travel from








The onset of thermoacoustic instabilities is found at specific values of time delays τ .419











































Figure 12: Growth rate sensitivity to convection speed variations in the parameter space xf × β. Thick
black lines are the neutral lines of the growth rate map. Thin light lines are the zero contours of the
sensitivity maps, i.e., where the system is insensitive to small changes in the parameter K. The red lines
highlight results shown in Fig. 11: solid and dashed red lines have a negative and positive sensitivity,
respectively.
growth rate contours lies by keeping the time delay constant, then we need to reduce β,421
in agreement with the sensitivity analysis. This also means that the sensitivities with422
respect to K and β must have the same sign, because increasing K or β causes an increase423
in the time delay. This can be verified by qualitatively evaluating dσ∗/dβ along vertical424
lines in the growth rate maps of Fig. 9.425
All the results obtained with adjoint sensitivity are in line with an intuitive physical426
argument based on the time delay induced by the convection speed model, and can be427
used to understand changes in the stability of thermoacoustic system’s with premixed428
flames. This example shows how sensitivity analysis has great potential for the design429
and passive control of thermoacoustic systems, one of its main advantages being that the430
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process can be embedded within a gradient-based optimization algorithm.431
6. Conclusions432
In this study we have evaluated Flame Transfer Functions (FTF) for laminar, conical433
flames excited by an incompressible, travelling wave flow model. We obtain analytical434
results for the case of uniform flame speeds (which contains a correction to a previously435
published result), and numerical results when we account for curvature’s corrections on436
the flame speed. We show how in the latter case the numerical evaluation can become437
unnecessarily expensive even for low-order models. Therefore we tackle the thermoa-438
coustic problem from a different perspective, by avoiding the explicit evaluation of FTFs439
and directly evaluating the stability of the fully-coupled thermoacoustic system. In this440
way the stability problem is cast in a classic eigenvalue problem and one can efficiently441
solve only for the eigenvalues of interest, typically the ones with the largest growth rates.442
With minimal computational resources we can calculate the stability of the system over443
a wide range of parameters, and we identify and discuss the location of stability lines444
(Hopf bifurcations) in the parameter space. Finally, we show how adjoint sensitivity445
methods can be applied to this model without any further expensive calculation. Sensi-446
tivity results help to extract even more information out of the eigenvalue problem. We447
explicitly evaluate the sensitivity with respect to the convection speed parameter, but448
any other parameter of the system could be chosen. We observe that the system’s stabil-449
ity is strongly connected to the time delay Lf/U c induced by the convective model, as450
expected. Future analysis can extend them to systems with premixed flames using more451
elaborated models for the flame and heat release dynamics and to the more sophisticated452
question of optimizing a burner shape.453
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Appendix A.458





































































































































We discretize the radial and axial components into:
r → r = [r0 = 1, r1, . . . , rj , . . . , rNr+1 = 0]
f̂ (r)→ f̂ (r) = f̂ =
[
f̂0, f̂1, . . . , f̂ j , . . . , f̂Nr+1
] (B.2)
and
x→ x = [x0 = 0, x1, . . . , xj , . . . , xNx+1]




x , . . . , û
′j




where Nr + 2 is the number of discretization point for the flame, and Nx + 2 the number
of discretization points for the velocity field, which has to be sufficiently high to store
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the value of the axial velocity inside the flame. Also, the velocity has to be evaluated
at the mean flame positions: it is therefore natural to discretize the radial and axial
directions with the same number of points, i.e., Nr = Nx with x = F (r). The boundary
conditions (7) determine the flame position at r = 0 and r = 1, so we are left with Nr
degrees of freedom. We indicate with Dx, Dr and Dr,r the (Nr + 2)× (Nr + 2) first and
second differentiation matrices in the axial and radial directions respectively; Dx and Dr
differ because if M 6= 0, the steady solution is not a straight line, and the discretization
































































where µk are weights of the integral discretization chosen.460
We can finally express the submatrices of the eigenvalue problem as (23), defining:





















ξi (δ1,i + δ2,i) Cju i = 1, . . . , Nr j = 1, . . . , Ns (B.5b)














Bi∆qj i = 1, . . . , Ns j = 1, . . . , Nr (B.5d)
M i,jss = Ai,j i = 1, . . . , Ns j = 1, . . . , Ns (B.5e)
M i,jsu = 0 i = 1, . . . , Ns j = 1, . . . , Nx (B.5f)
M i,juf = 0 i = 1, . . . , Nx j = 1, . . . , Nr (B.5g)
M i,jus = −
1
K
ξi (δ1,i + δ2,i) Cju i = 1, . . . , Nx j = 1, . . . , Ns (B.5h)
M i,juu = −
1
K
Di,jx i = 1, . . . , Nx j = 1, . . . , Nx (B.5i)
where δi,j is the Kronecker delta, and ξi are finite difference coefficients which apply461
the boundary condition (22) for the velocity at the flame base; because we use a second462
order scheme, only two of them are non-zero.463
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